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today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The NS0-141 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The NS0-141 exam is very challenging, but with our NS0-141 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the NS0-141 exam on your FIRST TRY!
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- Verified NS0-141 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- NS0-141 tested and verified before publishing
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Acquiring NetworkAppliance certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like NS0-141 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This NS0-141 test is an important part of NetworkAppliance certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The NS0-141 exam is essential and core part of NetworkAppliance certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real NS0-141 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your NetworkAppliance NS0-141 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your NS0-141
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Question: 1
Which of the following hardware components is NOT required for Fabric Attached MetroCluster?
A. VI-MC cluster adapter
B. FC-HBA
C. LC/LC node-to-node switch cables
D. Network interface card
Answer: C
Question: 2
A mirrored volume has a failed disk, but there are no available spares in the pool from which the
degraded plex was built. Data ONTAP will:
A. Choose spare disks to reconstruct from the opposite pool
B. Warn you that there are no available spares from the proper pool
C. "Halt"after 24 hours if spare disks are not added to the proper pool
D. Stop all applications that are running
Answer: B
Question: 3
A mirrored volume, volX, is composed of twelve 36-Gigabyte disks: six in volX/plex0, six in
volX/plex1. A drive fails in plex1, but pool 1 contains only 72-Gigabyte spare disks.
Data ONTAP will do which of the following?
A. Choose a 72-Gigabyte disk and downsize it
B. Halt after 24 hours of running in degraded mode
C. Alert you that there are no 36-Gigabyte disks and wait for one to be inserted
D. Stop any applications that are running
Answer: A
Question: 4
Please click the exhibit button.
In this example, volX contains three 36-Gigabyte disk drives. To create a mirror for volX, you
issue the command to create the mirror: vol mirror volX.
You immediately realize that the disks used to create the mirror are 72 Gigabytes in size. You
want to take the plex offline and destroy it. You enter the vol status -r command and it displays
the output shown in the exhibit.
To successfully take volX/plex1 offline and destroy it, which of the following must be done?
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